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There's So Much Election Fraud Evidence It's Hard
To Keep Up!
Here are eight articles from yours truly summarizing all the fraud

Emerald Robinson
Aug 16

Why do Democrats continue to insist that election fraud does not exist — and that such

“baseless claims” have been “debunked” — when prominent Democrats insisted that
election fraud does exist and it’s a very big problem in 2017 and 2108 and 2019 and 2020?
Did they all su�er from simultaneous amnesia about the hearings they held, the expert
witnesses they gathered, and the interviews they gave for the documentary “Kill Chain:
The Cyber War on America’s Elections” on HBO?
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Thank you Kamala Harris! Thank you Amy Klobuchar! Thank you Ron Wyden! Thank
you Mark Warner! Thank you Stacey Abrams! Thank you, HBO! Thank you, New York
Times! Thank you, NBC News! Thank you, Atlanta Journal-Constitution! Thank you,

CNN! Thank you, PBS!

I published an excerpt from the new book The Parallel Election in which the co-author
Gregory Stenstrom provides a riveting �rst-hand account of how the 2020 election was

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwSVN_dgio8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8eujrTyRRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmoxE1sJc1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3cHPIry444
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stolen in Delaware County, Pennsylvania by a cabal of Democrat activists and
establishment GOP politicians. Stenstrom was a certi�ed poll watcher for 36 precincts
in Pennsylvania during the 2020 election — and so he personally witnessed the cheating

take place.

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

EXCLUSIVE: How The 2020 Election Was Stolen In Pennsylvania

Note: In this exclusive excerpt from the new book The Parallel Election, the co-
author Gregory Stenstrom provides a riveting first-hand account of how the
2020 election was stolen in Delaware County, Pennsylvania by a cabal of
Democrat activists and establishment GOP politicians. Stenstrom was a
certified poll watcher for 36 precincts in Pennsylvania du…

Read more

8 days ago · 222 likes · 35 comments · Emerald Robinson

The election integrity group VoterGA has produced a new video on Georgia’s 2020
election, and the video shows obvious and massive voter fraud. This is one of the best
videos that I’ve ever seen on how our elections are corrupted by using electronic voting
machines. It covers the deceptive practices used in the election night vote, and the “risk-
limiting” audit, and the machine recount.

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

VoterGA Uncovers Massive Election Fraud in Georgia

https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/exclusive-how-the-2020-election-was?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web
https://rumble.com/v1ciccp-georgia-election-fraud-report-2020.html
https://rumble.com/v1ciccp-georgia-election-fraud-report-2020.html
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The election integrity group VoterGA has produced a new video on Georgia’s
2020 election, and the video shows obvious and massive voter fraud. This is
one of the best videos that I’ve ever seen on how our elections are corrupted by
using electronic voting machines. It covers the deceptive practices used in the
election night vote, and the “risk-limiting…

Read more

a month ago · 258 likes · 45 comments · Emerald Robinson

Why has a federal judge in Georgia refused to release a report by a cybersecurity expert
who inspected Dominion voting machines and found them vulnerable to hacking and
manipulation? Why is Judge Amy Totenberg opposed to the public release of J. Alex

Halderman’s special report regarding the vulnerability of electronic voting machines?

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

The Federal Government Admits: Voting Machines Can Be Hacked!

President Trump blasted out my Substack article “Something Stinks in Georgia”
(120,000 page views and climbing!) to his followers on TruthSocial yesterday —
and it sent Biden’s unpaid staff in the media into a frenzy. Discredited media
outlets for beta-males and aging hippies like…

Read more

2 months ago · 251 likes · 32 comments · Emerald Robinson
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Why has an 84-page SEB complaint been �led in Fulton County (GA) showing that the
vote tally for the 2020 election (as recorded in November 2020) and Fulton County’s vote
tally for the recount (as conducted and certi�ed in December) still do not match?

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

EXCLUSIVE: Fulton County Still Can't Explain Its 2020 Election Results

A formal complaint (obtained exclusively by Emerald Robinson) has just been
filed with the Georgia State Election Board regarding “errors” in the vote
counting in Fulton County that impacted the stolen 2020 election. This 84-page
complaint (which is too long a document and too large a PDF file to include
here) explains in detail how Fulton County failed…

Read more

a month ago · 239 likes · 22 comments · Emerald Robinson

How’s it possible that the director of Mark Zuckerberg’s private election charity for
Democrats (on temporary leave!) just won the most important election integrity race in
Colorado — and a GOP primary no less! — as a write-in candidate by a 15 point margin
with no money and no visible support from Republicans in Colorado? Even though she was
trailing by 20 points the day before the election? It sounds impossible — because it is
impossible.

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

How Did A Zuckerberg Charity Stooge Win A GOP Primary In
Colorado?

https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/exclusive-fulton-county-still-cant?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web
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The story of the GOP primary race for Secretary of State in Colorado gets more
interesting the more you investigate the results. As I noted yesterday, the big
news is that an Australian businessman named Mike O’Donnell somehow got
28% of the vote (173,000 citizens voted for him!) even though polling showed
he had no support, he raised $4,700 for his camp…

Read more

2 months ago · 285 likes · 104 comments · Emerald Robinson

Why did Fulton County’s IT Director — and ex-Dominion Voting Systems employee and
Nigerian citizen! — Dominic Olomo keep calling emergency meetings with Fulton County
election o�cials to certify results that nobody else had seen?

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

Exclusive: Fulton County Gets Busted Certifying False Election
Results!

Today I’ve got exclusive coverage of Fulton County elections — and the obvious
fraud being conducted in Georgia using Dominion Voting machines. That’s
because I’ve obtained documents from a source who has been in contact with
Fulton County election officials, and those documents show that the claims
made by Fulton County’s IT Director (and ex-Dominion V…

Read more

2 months ago · 236 likes · 25 comments · Emerald Robinson
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Why did a local newspaper in Georgia called Decaturish report on the results of a hand
count in a District 2 County Commission primary race in DeKalb County between
Democrats — and that the hand count revealed such massive discrepancies between the

May 24th machine results and the June 1 hand count that it �ipped the race?

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

Bombshell: Georgia Election Fraud Revealed In Democrat Primary
Race!

There’s an incredible election story developing in Georgia right now — in the
same week that the U.S. Federal Government has been forced to admit that
Dominion Voting machines (used in all of Georgia’s counties) are vulnerable to
hacking and should be fixed…

Read more

2 months ago · 319 likes · 46 comments · Emerald Robinson

The corporate media’s absurd position in 2022: it’s a conspiracy theory to say that
America’s voting machines can be hacked, and if you insist on doing audits you’re crazy,

but it turns out that Dominion Voting Systems machines are completely vulnerable to
hacking once you allow the experts to review them by �ling lawsuits because the federal
government itself just admitted in a cybersecurity bulletin to state election o�cials that
the machines can be hacked!

Emerald Robinson’s The Right Way

The Federal Government Admits: Voting Machines Can Be Hacked!

https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/bombshell-georgia-election-fraud?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web
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President Trump blasted out my Substack article “Something Stinks in Georgia”
(120,000 page views and climbing!) to his followers on TruthSocial yesterday —
and it sent Biden’s unpaid staff in the media into a frenzy. Discredited media
outlets for beta-males and aging hippies like…

Read more

2 months ago · 257 likes · 34 comments · Emerald Robinson

Who held the Biden Administration to account for its corruption every day like me?

Independent and fearless journalists need your support like never before.

I need your support like never before.

The corporate media is completely corrupt. Just go down the list: the Russia Hoax, the
stolen 2020 election, the deadly COVID vaccines. The corporate media is actively trying

to hide the truth from the American people on a daily basis.

If we are going to survive the current regime then we must stand together.

I’ve got your back.

Do you have mine?

20 Comments

I Need Your Support!

Write a comment…
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18 more comments…

MOMinator

Thank you, Emerald, for your fantastic reporting! Your hard work and commitment to truth
are priceless.

25 Reply Collapse

Writes Cat Kidd Cat’s Newsletter

The most egregious crime is the ignoring of the crimes.

19 Reply Collapse
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